Please Be a Part of the Community Comment
When Your Time With The Stenographer Comes at the Upcoming
PennEast “Hearings”
FERC Has Worked Hard to Devise a “Divide and Conquer” Hearing Format
By Not Allowing Us to Speak Publicly. Having a Majority of Us Deliver the Same
Community Comment When Our Turn to “Testify” Comes With the
Stenographer Will Show Solidarity & Strength, While Building an Important
Public Record and Demonstration of Opposition
The PennEast hearings being held August 15, 16 & 17 come just 24 days after the release of the Draft EIS
for the pipeline. This is not nearly enough time to read the document and prepare a meaningful comment
that can be delivered in 3 minutes or less (the usual length FERC provides).
In addition, the FERC hearings aren’t really hearings at all. Instead of standing and testifying before your
friends and neighbors, individuals will sit, privately, out of the hearing of others, with a stenographer to
give their “testimony.”
The divide and conquer strategy being used by FERC at these hearings, coupled with the short time frame
in which to prepare comments, is FERC’s most recent effort to diminish our voice and power in this decision
that will have such a profoundly devastating impact for so many.
Rather than writing a short comment you will have only 3 minutes to read to a stenographer, we are
encouraging folks to join in a Community Comment that will allow us all to give strong testimony but not be
diverted from the job of writing strong comments on the DEIS for the docket.
What does it mean to be part of a Community Comment? It means that when we each get our time with
the stenographer we will deliver the same 2 to 3 minute piece of testimony. Once you have delivered the
Community Comment to FERC we will ask you to deliver it into a video camera that will be on site in order
to help us get the word out to the world what we are doing and what we are saying.
Representatives from across the pipeline have drafted a 23 minute piece of testimony that make critical
points for the record about the FERC process and the PennEast pipeline. By each of us using this same
piece of testimony we are sending a strong message of disappointment with the FERC process, putting key
points on the record, and can stay focused on putting together the detailed written comments we need to
get on the record by the September deadline.
All of us delivering the same comment into the record as our hearing testimony allows us to send a
strong message of community opposition, solidarity and strength, and to do so in a way that allows us to
stay focused on the strong written comments we need to get on the record.
If you want to be part of the Community Comment and/or be part of our coordinated press effort please let
us know on this google form and we’ll send you the Community Comment and loop you in:
http://bit.ly/PennEastHearingSignUp

Please, consider being a part of the Community Comment. The more that participate the stronger the
message of solidarity we send to PennEast, FERC, our elected officials and the press.
If you feel strongly that you want to deliver a substantive comment of your own at the hearing please
consider including the following as part of your statement:
It is clear from the DEIS that thousands of pages of comments already submitted are being ignored.
I will not stand for being ignored. I am expecting a written response to my comments.
Press Outreach Before the Hearings:
Before each hearing, in each hearing location, we will be inviting press to come speak with representatives
from our community who can express firmly and clearly why the PennEast pipeline should never be built. If
you can commit to coming early and want to be available to speak with the press please make sure to
answer those questions on the google sign up doc at http://bit.ly/PennEastHearingSignUp.

